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CHAPTER 1

Introduction
About the report
Microsoft security signals

Microsoft security signals
Volume and diversity of signals
processed by Microsoft
THE MICROSOFT
DIGITAL DEFENSE
REPORT DRAWS ON
INSIGHTS, DATA, AND
SIGNALS FROM
ACROSS MICROSOFT,
INCLUDING THE
CLOUD,
ENDPOINTS, AND
THE INTELLIGENT

EDGE.

Over 150 report contributors across these focus areas:
The state of
cybercrime

Nation state
threats

Supply chain,
IOT, and OT
security

Hybrid
workforce
security

Disinformation

Actionable
insights

CHAPTER 2

The state of cybercrime
The cybercrime economy and services
Ransomware and extortion
Phishing and other malicious email
Malware
Malicious domains
Adversarial machine learning

The growing threat of cybercrime
•
•
•
•

A threat to national security
Cybercriminals attacking all sectors
Ransomware attacks increasingly successful
Cybercrime supply chain continues to mature

POSITIVE TRENDS
• Transparency: governments and
companies coming forward
• Priority: new laws, task forces,
resources, partnerships

WITH NO
TECHNICAL
KNOWLEDGE OF

HOW TO CONDUCT
A CYBERCRIME

The
cybercrime
economy
and services

ATTACK, AN
AMATEUR

THREAT ACTOR
CAN PURCHASE
A RANGE OF
SERVICES TO

CONDUCT THEIR
ATTACKS WITH
ONE CLICK.

Ransomware and extortion
Criminal economics: A changing business model

Sample analysis of roles and relationships between entities within the
ransomware ecosystem
Ransomware taxonomy

Ransomware syndicates and affiliates
work together toward interconnected
threats. Rather than one individual
behind a ransomware attack, there are
multiple groups of individuals, similar to
a shared business model.

What we’re seeing in ransomware data and signals
Ransomware encounter rate (machine count): Enterprise customers (Defender data)

DART ransomware engagements by industry (July 2020-June 2021)

Overall increase in ransomware encounters, with notable surge to consumer and
commercial encounters in late 2019,6 when RaaS started to grow, and in early 2020
at the onset of the COVID-19 pandemic.

Deploy ransomware protection

The stakes have changed. There is a massive
growth trajectory for ransomware and extortion.

Phishing and other malicious email
Emails determined as phish

Top 10 verticals affected by phishing
(Defender detections, June 2021)

Malware emails per week

Common malicious email techniques observed
Phishing email using compromised service on behalf of legitimate companies

Attackers are adjusting their methods
to begin compromising entire email
services, such as when NOBELIUM
gained access to an email marketing
solution that enabled the attacker to
send as multiple, legitimate addresses.

Common malicious email techniques (continued)
Legitimate infrastructure abuse

Fake reply email

Attackers abuse
legitimate contact
forms on websites
to send emails,
and legitimate
Google sites to
host malware.

Gift card scam
BEC email using
fake reply to trick
the user into
thinking they
were expecting
this email.

Malicious email techniques

Secret phishers: The hidden economy of sophisticated phish kits

What’s in our phishing defense toolbox?
What we’re seeing this year at Microsoft

Training followed by
simulations,
reinforcement, and
targeted simulations

Minutes matter

With these methods we have seen a 50% yearover-year reduction in susceptibility to phish.

Browser search results manipulation

Malware
Alert counts by activity (May-June 2021)

Web shell encounters, Defender signals (September 2020-June 2021)

Malicious
domains

The next big threat: “Forever” (blockchain) domains

>168K
Phishing sites taken down
by Microsoft this year

Blockchain domains are an emerging
threat outside of regulation.

Adversarial machine learning
Staying ahead of the curve
Attacks on ML models

AI risk management

CHAPTER 3

Nation state threats
Tracking nation state threats
What we’re seeing
Analysis of nation state activity this year

Private sector offensive actors
Comprehensive protections required

LOOKING BACK AT THIS YEAR:

Attackers increase use of deception to
pursue national objectives
• Focused efforts on exposing security vulnerabilities in the

supply chain.
• Targeted government agencies, IGOs, NGOs, and think
tanks for espionage or surveillance.
• Increased reliance on remote work infrastructure gave
malicious actors new vectors to target private networks.

NATION
STATE ACTORS
APPEAR TO BE
INCREASING
THE SCALE
AND VOLUME
OF ATTACKS
TO EVADE

As organizations invest in securing their accounts, the success rate
attacks will decline, and detection will increase.

In response, nation state actors appear to be increasing the scale and
volume of attacks to improve the likelihood of success.

DETECTION.

Tracking and reporting nation state threats
• Nation state notifications (NSNs) are sent to customers

and individuals targeted or compromised

• Data in the Nation State chapter is based on NSNs sent

Countering nation state activity
5-PRONGED APPROACH
Empower
customers

Take technical
Leverage
action against
technology
malicious
operations

Pursue legal
action:
Digital
Crimes Unit

Inform public
disclosure and
policy

Nation state actors discussed in this report

A sample of what we’re seeing
July 2020-June 2021

Most targeted countries

Most targeted sectors

Most active nation state activity groups

Russia analysis: Activity and motivations
 NOBELIUM and abuse of supply chain and other trusted technical relationships
 A range of techniques to evade detection and attribution
 Higher rates of compromise achieved and more government organizations targeted
 Seeking intelligence on the United States and Europe

STRONTIUM

Russia

NOBELIUM

APT28
Fancy Bear
UNC2452

BROMINE

Energetic Bear

Russia

Russia

Government, diplomatic and defense entities, think tanks, NGOs, higher education, defense
contractors, IT software and services
Government, diplomatic and defense entities, IT software and services, telecommunication, think tanks,
NGOs, defense contractors
Government, energy, civil aviation, defense industrial base

Russia (continued)

NOBELIUM targets by industries/verticals
(December 2020-Jan 2021)

Examples of the types of information NOBELIUM operators may have acquired this year, based on
the victim accounts they accessed, and the operational aims that likely drove the intrusions
Information accessed

Operational aim

•
•
•
•

Sanctions policy
Defense/intelligence policy
Russia policy
COVID-19 information

•
•
•
•
•

Cyber incident response; threat hunting techniques
Assessments of Russian threat actors
Intelligence collection to improve
Red Team tools
countermeasures
Detection signatures
Source code

• CSP accounts
• Software certificates
• Source code

Espionage to gain policy insights

Intelligence collection to support
operational planning

NOBELIUM targets by industries/verticals
(January-June 2021)

China analysis: Activity and motivations
 HAFNIUM and the Exchange vulnerabilities

 More 0-days and other exploitation of vulnerabilities
 Worldwide intelligence collection operation

MANGANESE

China

ZIRCONIUM

APT5
Keyhole Panda
APT31

HAFNIUM

<blank>

China

NICKEL

China

CHROMIUM

APT15
Vixen Panda
ControlX

GADOLINIUM

APT40

China

China

China

Communications infrastructure, defense industrial base,
software/technology
Government agencies and services, diplomatic organizations,
economic organizations
Higher education, defense industrial base, think tanks, NGOs, law
firms, medical research
Government agencies and services, diplomatic organizations
Energy, communications infrastructure, education, government
agencies and services
Maritime, healthcare, higher education, regional government
organizations

China (continued)
July 2020-June 2021
China: Top five targeted industries/sectors

The most prevalent targets of
China-based threat activity were
government entities worldwide.
The targeting of three countries’
government entities accounted for
half of the NSNs issued and 23
countries accounted for the
remaining half.

China: Target attempts vs successful compromise

Chinese nation state threat actors were
successful in compromising victims 44% of
the time. However, because they are an
advanced persistent threat, if they are
tasked to target an entity for intelligence
collection, they will find another
vulnerability to leverage to gain access.

HAFNIUM: Top targeted industries/verticals
(Prior to the increase in Exchange Server
exploitation)

In early March 2021, Microsoft blogged about
HAFNIUM for the first time related to the
detection of multiple 0-day exploits being used to
attack on-premises versions of Microsoft
Exchange Server. HAFNIUM, based on observed
victimology, tactics, and procedures, primarily
targets entities in the United States across a
number of industry sectors.

Iran analysis: Activity and motivations
Iran: Most targeted countries (July 2020–June 2021)

 Focused on Israel with new attack tools

amid broader escalation

 A wait-and-see approach toward the United

States likely serves two purposes

PHOSPHO Charming
RUS
Kitten
CURIUM
Houseblend
Tortoise
Shell
RUBIDIUM Fox Kitten
Parasite

Iran
Iran

Iran

Diplomatic and nuclear policy communities,
academics, and journalists
US military and defense contractors, IT services,
Middle Eastern governments
Israeli logistics companies, IT services, defense

Iran: Flow of a typical PHOSPHORUS compromise from spear phish

Conferences,
conventions, and
trade shows are
widely known
throughout industry
and the US
government as a
hotbed of
intelligence
collection activities,
both by domestic
competitive
intelligence and
foreign adversaries.

North Korea analysis: Activity and motivations
 Vast appetite for intelligence
 New type of cyberattack created in global pandemic
 Nation state Bitcoin theft
 Sophisticated social engineering targeting security researchers

North Korea (continued)
North Korea: Top 5 targeted industries and sectors
(July 2020-June 2021)

Many of the consumer accounts were likely
personal accounts of academics, think tank
members, and government officials.

North Korea: Failed attempts vs. successful compromise
(July 2020-June 2021)

Relentless spear-phishing attempts by groups such
as THALLIUM do not often succeed,
but because they are so ubiquitous, even
occasional success yields big results.

Vietnam
BISMUTH AKAs:
Country of
APT32
origin: Vietnam
OceanLotus

Human rights and civil
organizations

•

SILICON pursues intelligence collection for
strategic Turkish interests from a variety of
countries, primarily in the Middle East and
the Balkans.

•

Reconnaissance indicates heavy focus on
countries of strategic interest to Turkey
including Armenia, Cyprus, Greece, Iraq, and
Syria.

•

Regularly target telecommunication and IT
companies, likely to establish a foothold
upstream of their desired target.

•

BISMUTH utilized cryptocurrency miners to target
private sector and government institutions in France
and Vietnam.

•

Carefully planned attacks, conducting reconnaissance
before creating uniquely crafted spear-phishing
emails.

•

Once it compromised networks, BISMUTH sought to
achieve continuous monitoring.

Turkey
SILICON AKAs: Sea Country of
Turtle
origin:
UNC1326 Turkey

Telecommunication companies in
the Middle East and the Balkans
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Supply chain, IoT, and OT security
Challenges in managing risk associated with the supplier ecosystem
How Microsoft thinks about supply chain
IoT and OT threat landscape
The 7 properties of highly secured devices
Applying a Zero Trust approach to IoT solutions
IoT at the intersection of cybersecurity and sustainability
IoT security policy considerations

LOOKING BACK AT THIS YEAR:

Innovation-driven opportunity in an
exponentially larger attack landscape

THE ADOPTION
OF IOT AND

Supply chain integrity

IoT Security

OT Security

Supply chains have an
explicit reliance on trust

Geometrically expanding
frontier

Adversaries have taken
notice; targets for
exploitation

Exponentially larger attack
landscape

Lagging in adopting
modern security
standards

Supply chain complexity
increases cost of
defending

Adoption of IoT and huge
acceleration of remote
services increases risk

Recent attacks on
water, transportation,
and energy utilities

THE HUGE
ACCELERATION
IN REMOTE
SERVICES, BOTH
AT HOME AND IN
THE WORKPLACE,
INCREASES THE
LIKELIHOOD
OF RISK
MATERIALIZING.

Innovation-driven opportunity in an
exponentially larger attack landscape
Supply chain integrity

IoT Security

OT Security

Supply chains have an
explicit reliance on trust

Geometrically expanding
frontier

Adversaries have taken
notice; targets for
exploitation

Exponentially larger attack
landscape

Lagging in adopting
modern security
standards

Supply chain complexity
increases cost of
defending

Adoption of IoT and huge
acceleration of remote
services increases risk

The adoption of IOT and the huge acceleration in
remote services, both at home and in the workplace,
increases the likelihood of risk materializing.

Recent attacks on
water, transportation,
and energy utilities

Supplier ecosystem
risk management

How we think about supply chain
Nine areas of investment for a secure end-to-end supply chain

Siloed environments pose challenges to
risk assessment and management

Priorities for a Zero Trust
security model for supplier
ecosystem risk
 Institute MFA
 Customize solutions
 Greater visibility into who has access

Leveraging machine learning for continuous
security monitoring of suppliers

IoT and OT threat landscape

July 2020–June 2021

Distribution of IoT command and control services by country
Distribution of IoT malware CPU architecture

Top IoT malware detected in the wild

We’re seeing increasing frequency and
severity of attacks.

Industrywide IoT and OT vulnerabilities
“BadAlloc” discovered by the Microsoft Defender for IoT team
BadAlloc impact matrix

The protection of IoT and OT devices from exposure to
IT risks becomes more important as they converge.

•

BadAlloc in IoT and
OT devices impacts
nearly every industry,
including consumer,
medical, and
industrial.

•

IT, IoT, and OT share
attack surfaces

How an attacker can get into an enterprise through IoT

IoT security policy

Global Cyber Alliance project: Honeyfarm attacker traffic
Roughly equal attacker traffic scanning for
open ports to launch attacks

Summary of GCA conclusions
• Default passwords factory-set by
device manufacturers and never
changed by users, along with weak
passwords set by users, together
represent the most exploited security
vulnerability for IoT devices.
• Policy and regulatory frameworks
can help drive adoption.

Telnet is the clear protocol of choice for
exploitation in attacks launched on IoT devices.

• There is widespread prevalence of
attempts to exploit security
vulnerabilities in the software stacks
of IoT devices.
• Commonly recommended
nontechnical controls would reduce
the likelihood of attack success.

Passwords seen in 45 days of sensor signals
>20 Million
NUMBER OF TIMES
WE OBSERVED
THE PASSWORD
“ADMIN” USED IN
IOT DEVICES OVER
A 45 DAY PERIOD.
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Hybrid workforce security
A Zero Trust approach for securing hybrid work
Identities
Devices/Endpoints
Applications
Network
Infrastructure
Data
People

LOOKING BACK AT THIS YEAR:

The basics matter
 Email compromise is a continuing threat vector.
 Cybercriminals use malware posed as a legitimate software

update to target unsuspecting employees.

 Adversaries for organizations are targeting on-premises

systems, reinforcing the need to move infrastructure to the
cloud where security is more difficult to penetrate.

ORGANIZATIONS

THAT DO NOT
APPLY OR
MAINTAIN
THESE BASIC

HYGIENE PRACTICES
WILL FACE MUCH
GREATER EXPOSURE

Key takeaway: If compromised organizations had applied
basic security hygiene like patching, applying updates, or
turning on MFA, they may have been spared or less impacted.

TO ATTACKS.

Moving toward a hybrid workforce at Microsoft
Global pre-COVID onsite work and the rapid move to remote work,
followed by gradual return

Global weekly unique badge scans (January – August 2021)

Zero Trust across the digital estate
VISIBILITY
AUTOMATION
ORCHESTRATION

Identities

Rise in phishing emails using OAuth request URLs

Monthly compromised users by attack category (June 2020 – June 2021)

Geo-distribution of IP addresses issuing password brute-force attacks in July 2021

Identity is more important than ever.

Devices/Endpoints
Mobile device management (Intune data)

Rise in mobile device management
growth as workers moved from office to
BYOD and home PCs

MODERNIZED
APPS AND
SERVICES
REQUIRE

USERS TO BE
AUTHENTICATED

Applications
How do you modernize
applications? Successfully deploy
one of these three solutions:

PRIOR TO
HAVING

ACCESS.

Network

Top 10 network threats (July 2021)

What we’re seeing in Azure Firewall signals

Top 5 most common protocols used in network exploit attempts (July 2021)

Network: What we’re seeing in DDoS attacks
July 2020-June 2021
Attack duration

DDoS attack type

Top 10 DDoS attack destination regions

Average price of DDoS attack services

Infrastructure: Some developments this year
Collaboration with MITRE on an ATT&CK-style matrix
 Azure Security Center team mapped the security landscape of Kubernetes, and noticed tactics similar to

those used when targeting Linux or Windows.

 The team created the first Kubernetes ATT&CK-like matrix, comprising major techniques relevant to

container orchestration security.

Threat matrix for cloud storage
 Organizations are increasing their dependency on cloud storage services.
 Microsoft cloud security researchers examined the attack surface of storage services and noted potential

risks to be aware of when deploying, configuring, or monitoring a storage workload.

 The resulting matrix is expected to dynamically evolve as more threats are discovered and exploited.

Infrastructure represents a critical
threat vector.

Data
ORGANIZATIONS THAT
Cumulative impact of unified data governance and security on sensitive data risk

EFFECTIVELY MANAGE
THE LIFECYCLE AND
FLOW OF THEIR

SENSITIVE DATA AS
PART OF THEIR
BUSINESS OPERATIONS
MAKE IT THAT MUCH

EASIER FOR DATA
SECURITY AND
COMPLIANCE TEAMS
TO REDUCE EXPOSURE

AND MANAGE RISK.

People
The empathy imperative: A positive corporate culture mitigates risk.

Assume positive intent; Mistakes happen.

Key considerations for insider threat detections

Insider threat attack path

In general, we should assume that the threat of loss to the organization or its
stakeholders increases as an attack progresses down the path.

CHAPTER 6

Disinformation
Disinformation as an emerging threat
Mitigation through media literacy
Disinformation as an enterprise disruptor

Campaign security and election integrity

Political campaign security
Threats to election infrastructure

There are many
connected components
of an election beyond
just casting a ballot at
the polls—from data
integrity concerns, to
disinformation, to
protecting election
officials’ online identities.

AccountGuard distribution

While many of these
things may be invisible
to the average voter,
each offers a potential
pathway for an
adversary to attack the
integrity of an election.

Election integrity
ElectionGuard

WE'RE NOT SAYING
ELECTIONGUARD
MAKES IT IMPOSSIBLE
TO HACK VOTING
MACHINES;
WE’RE SAYING
ELECTIONGUARD

Countermeasures needed
• Trainings as mitigation: Microsoft has trained >1,500 participants from the political, civil

society, media, and human rights sectors on cybersecurity and disinformation threats.
• Media literacy efforts are needed to cultivate a discerning public.
• Regulations and laws to govern disinformation and deepfakes.
• Technical countermeasures 1. Detection and authentication and 2. Provenance

MAKES IT POINTLESS
TO HACK VOTING
MACHINES.

CHAPTER 7

Actionable insights
Five cybersecurity paradigm shifts

Summary of report learnings
Conclusion

Five cybersecurity paradigm shifts
Supporting the evolution of work, centering on the inclusivity of people and data
WE KNOW A

The rise of digital empathy

COMPREHENSIVE
APPROACH TO

The Zero Trust journey is becoming increasingly
important

OPERATIONAL
RESILIENCE MUST
INCLUDE CYBER

Diversity of data matters
The resiliency of a business is tied to its cyber
resilience
A greater focus on integrated security

RESILIENCE.

Summary of report learnings
“The key actionable learning from all the elements of this report is that to
minimize impact of attacks we must truly practice good cyber hygiene,
implement architectures that support the principles of Zero Trust, and ensure
cyber risk management is integrated into every aspect of the business.”

SOME KEY THEMES IN

THE REPORT:
•

INTEGRATE
CYBERSECURITY INTO
BUSINESS DECISION

Cybersecurity’s role in digital transformation

MAKING
•

TREAT CYBER AS A
BUSINESS RISK

•

RESILIENCE INCLUDES
CYBERSECURITY

Summary of report learnings
A number of key themes arise throughout the different sections of this report
that we encourage you to consider as you think about improving your security
posture:
•
•
•
•
•

Do the basics well.
Take a holistic view.
Any element can be used as an attack vector.
Think about people.
Zero Trust is an architectural principle.

The key actionable learning from all the elements of this report is that to
minimize impact of attacks we must truly practice good cyber hygiene,
implement architectures that support the principles of Zero Trust, and ensure
cyber risk management is integrated into every aspect of the business.

Cybersecurity bell curve

Contributing teams at Microsoft
Azure Networking, Core

Global Cybersecurity Policy

Cloud Security Research team
Customer Security and Trust (CST)

Microsoft AI, Ethics and Effects in Engineering and Research (AETHER)
Committee

Cyber Defense Operations Center (CDOC)

Microsoft Customer and Partner Solutions

Defending Democracy Team

Microsoft Defender for IoT

Detection and Response Team (DART)

Microsoft Defender Team

Digital Security & Resilience (DSR)

Microsoft Digital Crimes Unit (DCU)

Digital Security Unit (DSU)

Microsoft Security Response Center (MSRC)

Enterprise Risk Management (ERM)

Microsoft Threat Intelligence Center (MSTIC)

GitHub Security Lab

Security, Compliance, and Identity Business Development Team

Thank you

https://aka.ms/MDDR
https://aka.ms/MDDRinternal
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